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We show that the external algebra M on GL(N) can be equipped with
the super-Poisson brackets compatible with the group action. By these means
we obtain the explicit description of graded Poisson-Lie structures onM. We
prove that the quantization of these structures provides the bicovariant dier-
ential calculi on the quantum linear group. Thus, the quantization procedure
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1 Introduction
During last few years there was a number of attempts to construct a quantum group
(QG) gauge theory [1]-[5]. Such a theory looks rather attractive as the mathematical
foundation of a new theory since the general requirements of symmetries of a physical
system can be formulated in the language of quantum groups [2, 6]. It is well known
that the appropriate description of ordinary gauge theories is in terms of dierential
geometry and it seems natural and attractive to employ this language for the QG
case.
One of the essential components of dierential geometry is the calculus of dier-





(N) was proposed in [7, 8] and for the GL
q
(N) in [9]-[11].
Later it was found that this structure can be put in R-matrix notations [12]-[14].
In a rather abstract formulation the notions of the usual dierential geometry were
generalized to the QG case in [15] .
In the theory of QG there is a powerful and instructive look on QG as on a result
of quantization (deformation) of background classical structure [16]-[19]. Namely,
an algebra of functions on a Lie group can be equipped with the Poisson brackets
f ; g compatible with a group multiplication. This group is dened as a Poisson-Lie
group. For simple Lie groups Poisson-Lie structures are dened by a tensor r being
a solution of the Classical Yang-Baxter Equation (CYBE). Just this bracket should
be quantized to obtain a non-commutative algebra N
h
called a function algebra on
the QG. The dening relations of N
h
are specied by a quantum R(h)-matrix being
a solution of the Quantum Yang-Baxter Equation (QYBE): RTT = TTR [20] while
the classical limit of R(h) (when h tends to zero) is r.
From this point of view it seems rather unsatisfactory that despite the existence
of a number of papers on quantum dierential calculus (see refs. above) the issue of
a Poisson-Lie structure on the external algebra of a Lie group was not discussed in
the current literature. In this note we are going to ll this gap.
We analyze the external algebra on G = GL(N) equipped with the Poisson-
Lie structure dened by the Sklyanin bracket with r-matrix being the lift of the
canonical r-matrix for SL(N). We show that the Poisson-Lie structure on the
algebra of ordinary function on G can be extended to the external algebra of forms.
As we prove there exists a pair of graded Poisson brackets for this complex and we
present their explicit expression. The brackets appear to be dened by the same r
matrix as the Sklyanin brackets [17] are.
Next we turn to the issue of quantization. By the explicit calculation we realize
that the classical limit of the QG external algebra [21] is nothing but the graded
Poisson-Lie structure described above. We observe that some phenomena which
were thought to be especially of quantum nature do have classical counterparts in
the Poisson-Lie external algebra.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give a brief outlook of essential
notions of Hopf algebras that are necessary to state the problem. In Section 3 we
dene the Hopf superalgebraM and formulate the consistency condition for graded
Poisson brackets. By solving this condition together with the graded Jacoby identity
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we arrive at the explicit formula for the Poisson-Lie brackets on M. In Section 4
we translate our result from the abstract language of Hopf algebras into the notions
of ordinary dierential geometry thus obtaining the graded Poisson-Lie structure on
the external algebra of G. In Section 5 we demonstrate that the classical limit of
QG external comlex coincides with our structure. In Section 6 we discuss possible
generalization of our approach.
2 Basic facts and denitions
The most transparent way to dene the Poisson-Lie structure is to use the notion
of a Hopf algebra. Hence we start with recalling the basic denitions [20, 16].
An associative unital algebra A is called a Hopf algebra (A; ; k) over a eld k
if it is equipped with a coproduct  : A ! A 
 A (algebra homomorphism), a
counit " : A ! k (algebra homomorphism) and an antipode S : A ! A (algebra
antihomomorphism), satisfying the following axioms:
(
 id)(a) = (id
)(a); ("
 id)(a) = (id
 ")(a) = a; (2.1)
 (S 
 id)(a) = (id
 S)(a) = 1"(a); (S(a)) = (S 
 S)(a); (2.2)
"(S(a)) = "(a); (1) = 1
 1; S(1) = 1; "(1) = 1; (2.3)
where  is the twist map (a
 b) = (b
 a) and a 2 A. Note, that a linear space
supplied only with  and " is called a coalgebra, and an algebra being a coalgebra
is called a bialgebra.
Let G be a Lie group and G be its Lie algebra with a basis fe

g. A classical
example of a Hopf algebra is delivered by a commutative algebra Fun(G) of functions









); ("f)(g) = f(e); (Sf)(g) = f(g
 1
);
where e is the group unity and FunG
 FunG is identied with Fun(GG).











where (g) is a Poisson tensor eld and @

is a basis of left-invariant vector elds







for any f; h 2 Fun(G). For simple Lie groups all the solutions of eq.(2.5) are labelled










This r can be identied with a classical r-matrix.
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In the case of a matrix Lie group the appropriate coordinate system in Fun(G)
is given by the matrix elements of a matrix T =k t
j
i
k in the fundamental repre-









































is the r-matrix (2.6) taken in the corresponding representation of G.
In our paper we shall deal with GL(N) which is not a simple group and therefore
eq.(2.5) has also solutions with a non-trivial g-dependence . However, for the pur-
poses of quantization only solutions associated with classical r-matrices are relevant.
Thus, following [20] we employ (2.7) for the Poisson-Lie structure on GL(N) with
r being a trivial lifting of r-matrix for SL(N). In the following it will be important




;detTg = 0: (2.8)
Fixing the value of detT equal to unity we obtain the Poisson-Lie structure on
SL(N).
One more fact from ordinary dierential geometry will be necessary. Let G

be
the dual space of G. The cotangent bundle T

G on G is trivialized by means of
right (left) action of G on itself: T

G  G  G

. Let us dene the Maurer-Cartan
right-invariant form R
g










is a right invariant vector eld at a point g corresponding to the element
X
e
2 G. Under the gauge transformations g ! g
1























(This equation is well-known in physical literature as the gauge transformation law.)
One can treat the right hand side of eq.(2.9) as the dierential form onGG. Making
the identication T




























3 Graded Poisson-Hopf structures associated with
GL(N)
Now we can introduce our basic object M. To describe the external algebra of







































































; tdetT = I:
The algebra M has a natural grading where we put deg (t
j
i












for any a; b; c; d 2 M. Now one can endowM with the structure of the graded Hopf



































































 t; "(t) = 1; S(t) = detT; (3.15)












To an arbitrary element of M the actions of ; " are extended as to be homo-
morphisms and S as to be antihomomorphism. The coproduct law eq.(3.13) mimics
the transformation law for the right invariant forms on a Lie group (see eqs.(2.9),
(2.10)).
Our main goal is to equip M with a Poisson structure consistent with the co-
product on M. Precisely, it means the following. We introduce a bilinear operation
f ; g: M
M!M called brackets. The algebra M has odd and even generators,
so it is natural to require for this bracket the fulllment of the super Jacoby identity:
( 1)
deg adeg c
ffa; bg; cg+ ( 1)
deg bdeg c
ffc; ag; bg+ ( 1)
deg adeg b
ffb; cg; ag = 0;
(3.16)
the graded Leibniz rule
fa  b; cg = afb; cg+ ( 1)
deg bdeg c
fa; cgb; (3.17)
and the graded symmetry property:
fa; bg = ( 1)
degadeg b+1
fb; ag; deg fa; bg = (deg a+ deg b) mod 2: (3.18)
Let us require now that our algebraM supplied with the Poisson structure would







where the bracket on M














 fb; dg (3.20)
for any elements a; b; c; d 2 M. In what follows we will call the Hopf algebra M
equipped with the brackets dened above as the Poisson-Hopf superalgebra.
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and then to extend by the Leibniz rule to the hole algebra.
The linear spaceN spanned by the generators t
j
i
and t forms the Hopf subalgebra
that can be identied with the commutative algebra of functions on GL(N). Hence,
























matrix satises the CYBE and the condition:










is a permutation operator. Now our goal is to extend these
brackets on N to a Poisson-Hopf structure on M.






g suggests that it












































+ : : : : (3.23)


















for any k;m. Applying the coproduct to the both sides of (3.23) we derive from
eq.(3.19) the set of conditions for tensors C. Firstly, all C
i
when i 6= 0 should
be equal to zero. Secondly, C
jl m
0 ik s
(t) should be linear in t
j
i































































































































































Equating of terms in (3.24) containing one generator t
j
i
in the right multiple of











Taking into account this expression for C one can equate now the terms in (3.24)






























































































































, they correspond to dierent possibilities of






















2 C is an arbitrary coecient corresponding to a given permutation












































































































































The further xing of coecients in (3.31) is accomplished by imposing the Jacoby



















gg = 0: (3.32)
To calculate (3.32) one needs a formula




tr  T; (3.33)











































































































































































































































































































































A simple analysis shows that all terms in (3.34) are linear independent. Therefore
to obey the Jacoby identity one has to choose the coecients 
i
(i = 1; : : : ; 6)



















) = 0 is the CYBE.





























The two obvious solutions are 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= m. In fact the last line in (3.39) directly
follows from the rst and the second ones. The third and the fourth lines show that








and that we have only




































= 0; 2; m = 0
where  = 
1
remains an arbitrary parameter in eq.(3.40). Thus, the brackets are
arranged into two families. In the rst one the brackets are parametrized by two
continuous parameters  and  = 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;  are arbitrary.






g. From the same









































we nd that W should be independent of t-s. Let us stress, that calculating the
l.h.s. of eq.(3.44) we use f; Tg brackets in the general form (3.31). Equating the
terms containing a one  generator in the right multiple of tensor product we obtain



















































































































































Let us consider now the terms in (3.44) containing two -generators in the right



















































































































where the sum is extended over all permutations of indexes j; l;m; n and 
(jlmn)
is an arbitrary coecient corresponding to the given permutation of the indexes.
Now substituting (3.48) in (3.47) we obtain the W -tensor. One can go further and
require this general expression for the W -tensor to be consistent with (3.45). This
procedure eliminates some of the coecient . Now having at hand theW -tensor we
can write down the general expression for the bracket f; g. Note that due to the
anticommutativity of -generators standing in the r.h.s. of (3.43) all undetermined

























































In eq.(3.49) m = 2 for the bracket (3.41) and for the bracket (3.42)  = 0 = m.
Thus, the bracket for two -s is uniquely determined by the bracket f; Tg.
One also has to check the Jacoby identity for the system of brackets given by




ff; g; Tg = 0; (3.50)
X
ff; g; g = 0; (3.51)
but it is convenient before turning to the explicit calculation to make some prelim-
inary studies.
At this stage our result looks like that we have obtained the two innite families
of candidates for brackets given by eqs. (2.7), (3.41), (3.49) and (2.7), (3.42), (3.49).







in the Hopf algebraM. There exists a nondegenerate change of variables:
T !
~









 =  + k tr  ; k; s 6=  1=N




















































Hence, the natural question arises how this covariance of the coproduct reects itself
on the level of brackets. First of all, one can check that the T brackets (3.21) are


















This directly follows from the above mentioned fact that detT lies in the center of
the Sklyanin brackets. To answer this question for the brackets given by eqs.(3.41),






















+ k tr   I
1


























































where in both cases

0
= + k(N +m); 
0
=  + s(N +m): (3.55)































6=  m=N) there exist such k and s that under the transformation





Hence, we have proved that by the appropriate change of variables any bracket

























































Now it is the place to turn to the Jacoby identity (3.50),(3.51). We start with
the rst family. Due to the covariance described above it is enough to check these
identities for an arbitrary xed values of  and  and it is convenient to take the





























































































Hence, due to the CYBE the Jacoby identities are satised.
As for the second family, where brackets are invariant with respect to the shift
(3.52), the Jacoby identity (3.50) is fullled but it is impossible to obey the identity
(3.51). Hence we see that the brackets from the second family do not dene a
Poisson-Hopf superalgebra.
To summarize, all possible Poisson-Hopf structures onM are arranged into two-
parameter innite family. However, these parameters  and  seem to be redundant
and may be removed by the appropriate change of generators of the algebraM, that
leads to the canonical form given by eqs.(3.56).
4 Geometric interpretation
Up to now we have treated the problem in the pure algebraic framework and now we
have to make a contact with the usual dierential geometry on G. As it is clear from
the previous Section, one needs to specify a coordinate system on G and a basis of
right-invariant dierential forms which can be identied with abstract generators of
the Hopf algebra M.
Let T (g) be a fundamental representation of G (a homomorphism of G onto
itself). Note, that T is not uniquely dened. Clearly, the representation
~
T = (detT )
s
T; s 6=  1=N (4.59)
is not equivalent to T for they dier by the value of determinant: det
~
T = (detT )
sN+1
:
The point s =  1=N is forbidden because the corresponding representation becomes
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non-exact and can not serve as a coordinate system on G. Thus, if we want to iden-
tify the matrix elements t
j
i
of T (g) with the set of coordinates on G we see that
there exists the innite number of non-equivalent coordinate systems labeled by the
function (g) = detT (g). In other words, xing a one-dimensional representation
(g) of G one chooses the coordinate system.
The rst order dierential forms, i.e. the sections of T

G form a bimodule   over
Fun(G). The linear bases in   can be chosen from right(left) invariant forms in the
following way. Any representation T of G gives rise to the representation of the Lie
algebra G. For a given representation T one can dene the Lie-valued right-invariant















right-invariant vector eld v is a constant matrix 
j
i
(v) which canonically denes the













form a bases in  . When one changes a coordinate system on G according to
eq.(4.59), i.e. one goes to some other representation
~






 { Maurer-Cartan form in the new basis one can use the
following formal derivation as a hint:
~
 = d ln
~
T = d ln T + d ln(detT )
s









=  + s tr  I: (4.60)
The rigorous proof of this formula can also be given. Note that tr  is the left-
right-invariant one form and tr
~
 = (1 + sN) tr  . Thus, to label a basis in   (up
to equivalence) one can use the form tr  just in the same way as detT was used
above. Moreover, it is easy to realize that for  dened above:
tr  = d ln detT: (4.61)
We refer to eq.(4.61) as to the consistency criteria between a bases in Fun(G) and
in  .
Coming back to the Hopf algebra M we see that it is natural to identify the




bimodule of the rst order dierential forms on G. In this case eqs.(4.59) and
(4.60) literally coincide with the formulas for the change of variables in M with
the only dierence: two parameters (k; s) in the algebra are replaced by the single
parameter s in the group. The discussion above eliminates the geometric roots of
transformations (3.52) in the Hopf superalgebraM. Now we recognize that the rst
line in (3.52) reects the existence of non-equivalent fundamental representations of
G. The insensitivity of the Hopf algebraM to the shift given by the last line of (3.52)
can be interpreted as a manifestation of reducibility of the adjoint representation.
Each orbit of the adjoint representation may be identied with the set of matrices
with xed trace, while the value of this trace labels these orbits. However, there is






. In other words, the generators 
can belong to a representation of G which does not correspond (see eq.4.61) to T (g).
That is why the changes of variables in M are labeled by two parameters k and s.
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It seems that without xing this redundant freedom by some extra constraint we
can not give a geometric interpretation of our pure algebraic bracket.
We think that the constraint we choose in the sequel can be justied in the
following way. LetM be a graded Hopf algebra equipped with the Poisson brackets







tr  ; g

;








































= 0 is due to the Jacoby identity and f tr  ; tr  g






to be good candidates for the operator of exterior derivative on M. However,
there are well known conditions for d

;




properly on coordinate functions t
j
i






















tr  I: (4.64)









In other words, the Poisson-Hopf superalgebras with  =  can be equipped with
the operation of exterior derivation d = d

;
. We postulate that only these algebras
are admissible. The only transformations of coordinates in admissible algebras are




, i.e. transformations with k = s. Thus, we can state the
one to one correspondence between admissible Poisson-Hopf superalgebras and the
external algebra on the Poisson-Lie group G. As for consistency criteria eq.(4.61)








and is obviously satised if  = . Now one can say that -s in admissible algebras
( = ) take their value in the representation of the Lie algebra G that corresponds
to the given representation T (g).
To summarize, we prove that there exist only two dierent Poisson- Lie structures
on the external algebra on the Poisson-Lie group G. In the proper coordinate system
the brackets take the canonical form given by eqs.(3.21) and (3.56). The appearance
of two Poisson structures is a direct consequence of the fact that the Sklyanin bracket




matrices. The graded extensions of the
Sklyanin bracket to the hole algebra M are more sensitive and do depend on the
choice of r-matrix.
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5 Connection with the bicovariant dierential cal-
culus on QG
The aim of this section is to establish a connection of our classical construction with
the bicovariant dierential calculus on QG proposed in [9] - [11]. Namely, we will
show that the classical limit of this calculus reproduce the Poisson-Lie structure on
the external algebra described above.





-matrix solution of the QYBE depending on a parameter q (q =
exph) [20]. The associated bialgebra N
h

























 T . The action of the coproduct  and the
counit " on the generators is
(T ) = T 
 T ; "(T ) = I: (5.66)
The algebra of regular functions Fun(G
q
) on a quantum group G
q
is obtained by the




Let us consider the bicovariant dierential calculus on the quantum group G
q
in the matrix form [12]-[14] (from now on G
q
denotes the quantum linear group
GL
q
(N)). It can be dened as the free associative algebra M
h
generated by the














































) where  is a permutation map.








;  = q   1=q: (5.70)
Note, that the sign in eq.(5.67) is irrelevant while two possible signs in (5.68) and
(5.69) reect the fact that there are two dierent bicovariant dierential calculi on
QG (following [7] they will be referred as "+" and " " calculi respectively). As we
will see this fact strictly corresponds to the existence of two Poisson-Lie structures
on the external algebra of G.
In terms of quantum right-invariant forms  = dTT
 1
the dening relations



































The algebra dened by eqs.(5.67) { (5.69) is a Hopf algebra. In terms of -s 
and " have the form:
() =  
 I + (T 
 )(S(T )
 I); "() = 0: (5.73)
LetM be a commutativePoisson-Hopf algebra. A noncommutativeHopf algebra
M
h
is dened to be a quantization of M if: 1) M
h
is a free module over the ring





isomorphicM and 3) one can dene on M the Poisson bracket:












= 1 + hr

+ o(h):




satisfy the CYBE: C(r

) = 0 and eq.(5.70)
gives eq.(3.22) for r
+
.





































































































Here we use the brackets [; ] for the graded commutator. Using eqs.(5.74),(5.75)
we see at once that the r.h.s. of eqs.(5.76) coincides with the canonical brackets
given by eqs.(3.56). Thus, ifM is identied with the external algebra supplied with
the Poisson-Lie structure then the quantization of this structure gives the quan-
tum algebraM
h
describing the bicovarint dierential calculus on the corresponding
quantum group.
It can be seen that some of the constructions [8], [21] proposed for quantum
algebras have the "classical" origin. We leave the detailed comparison of "classical"
and "quantum" results to the reader and note only the connection of the "classical"
and the "quantum" operator of exterior derivative.
The general discussion of quantum dierential calculus was given in [22]. It was
shown that in a noncommutative graded algebra the operator d of exterior derivative
can be dened as da = [; a] where  is an element of degree one satisfying [; ] = 0.
For the case of SU
q
(N) this idea was used in [7] and the explicit formula for 
via the quantum trace was proposed in [8]. The same operator  occurred in the
construction of the bicovariant dierential calculus on G
q
[21]. Now we are going to
consider the quasi-classical limit of this dierential.
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Following [8], [21] let us dene in M
h






where D is the numerical matrix D = diag(1; q
2
; : : : ; q
2(N 1)
) [20]. An element
tr (D) is a quantum analog of the left-right invariant form tr  on G as well as
the quantum determinant det
q


















where f 2 M
h
. From eqs.(5.67), (5.71) and (5.72) for the " + " calculus one has
(see [21] for details)
dT = T; d = 
2
and the same for the "-" one. It is trivial to nd that in both cases the "classical"
limit (h ! 0) reproduces the action of the exterior derivative d which we have in




















where m = +2. Thus, the possibility of quantizing the dierential algebra M lies
in the existence on M the Poisson-Lie structure in which the operator d of exterior
derivative can be expressed as in Section 4.
What are the lessons we learn from the above discussion? At rst, we see that
the representation of d via a commutator is not a privilege of the non-commutative
geometry. This representation is an attribute of a graded Lie algebra without any
reference to an underlying geometry. At second, we see that the quantum operator
d is really a quantization of the classical external derivative. At third, in general
one can nd in M
h
some other elements  to dene the d operator, but their limit
when h! 0 should coincide with the element tr  inM. This follows from the fact
that for the Poisson-Lie structure on M described above there is only one element,
namely tr  , which represents the external derivative. Clearly, suppose that there
















































for detT is in the center of the Sklyanin bracket. Thus, we see that ! = 0 and
 = tr  =m.
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One additional comment is necessary. Comparing eq.(5.73) with (3.13) one can
see that the coproduct law in M is not deformed under quantization. Hence, it is
natural to search for the quantum counterpart of the covariance (3.52). Let us show
that the transformations
~






 =  + k tr (D)  I
do not aect the form of the coproduct (5.66) and (5.73). Using the denition of























































































and by virtue of eq.(5.80) and the centrality of det
q





























Note that the form of the dening relations (5.71),(5.72) do depend on the choice
of generators T and  just as the form of the brackets (3.41) and (3.49) depends on
a coordinate system.
6 Conclusion
In this note we have endeavored to develop the idea that the bicovariant dierential
calculus on a quantum group can be considered as the result of quantization of some
underlying graded Poisson-Lie structure just in the same sense as a quantum group
itself is a quantization of a Poisson-Lie group. The graded Poisson-Lie structures
in question are dened on the external algebra of the Poisson-Lie group G and
specifying the properties of r-matrix we obtain their full description. It turns out
that there exist only two dierent graded Poisson-Lie structures the quantization of
which gives  bicovariant dierential calculi on the quantum linear group GL
q
(N).
Now we will briey discuss the possible applications of the proposed construc-
tion. Recall that describing the Poisson-Lie structure on G we specify r-matrix as
the trivial lift of the canonical r-matrix for SL(N). Here the natural question arises
if it is possible to present the bicovariant dierential calculi on SL
q
(N) as the quan-
tization of an appropriate classical counterpart. To answer this question one has to
describe the Poisson-Lie structure on the external algebra of SL(N) and we con-
jecture that our brackets will be a suitable tool for doing this. Another interesting
question is whether it is possible to build a Poisson-Lie structure on the external
algebra of G induced by the canonical r-matrices for other classical groups. Seem-
ingly, these brackets would be of importance for studying Poisson-Lie structures on
their external algebras. This will be the subject of subsequent publications.
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